INGRID

In 1998, Popab consulted with leading Swedish experts from two separate industries: design and steel. The aim was to develop the ultimate
stick and crutch holder. The result was INGRID, a unique combination of elegance and function. The INGRID holder is appealing to the
eye, but its strength lies just as much in its usefulness and functionality as a stick and crutch holder. This is probably why INGRID accessorizes
hundreds of thousands of sticks and crutches around the world.
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FUNCTION
With the INGRID stick and crutch holder, it is
easy to hang your stick or crutch when not
in use. Since INGRID has both a hook and
a prop, it is possible to hang your stick or
crutch on everything from chairs and table
ledges to shopping carts and countertops.

which, together with the stainless steel
spring developed especially for INGRID,
makes it highly durable. INGRID has a simple
snap-on fitting and is suitable for sticks and
crutches with various dimensions: 19 – 25 mm
(¾ – 1 inch). A smaller version is available called MINI-INGRID stick holder that fits narrower
sticks: 12 – 16 mm (1/2 – 5/8 inch).

tented and conform to CE directives for
Medical Devices.

DESIGN
The INGRID stick and crutch holder is fashioned in cooperation with leading Swedish
ergonomic designers to guarantee user
performance and satisfaction. The holder
is easy to handle even for users who have
reduced muscular strength. Thanks to its
exceptional design, INGRID only weighs 26
grams (less than 1 oz). INGRID is made of high
quality thermoplastic rubber (Santoprene)

POPAB
Popab’s concept has always been to provide walking aid accessories of the highest quality. In addition to the two holders,
Popab manufactures over 10 different
kinds of cane and crutch tips (ferrules).
Popab’s products are made in Stockholm,
Sweden, using an advanced injection
molding technique. The products are pa-

The product range is currently available on
four continents in over 25 countries including the U.S., the United Kingdom, France,
Italy, Japan, and Australia. Sales channels
include pharmacies, retailers, specialty
shops, public healthcare, and manufacturers of walking sticks and crutches.
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